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Development

| Reliability Advisory
| O&M Plan Development

Purchasing

| Purchasing Advisory
| Project Risk Modeling
| Insurance Claims

Construction

| Construction Monitoring & 
Commissioning
| Data Management & 
Curation

Operations

Aerial Inspections |
O&M Analysis & Support

Persistent site monitoring |

Optimization

Advanced Data Analytics 
& Testing |

Degradation Modelling 
& Advisory |

Module Degradation 
Tracking |

Troubleshooting

Insurance claim support |
Warranty Claims |

Recycling & Repowering 
Consulting |

*As of May  2022
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Heliolytics supports clients at every stage of a PV project, from development through to end of life. We combine aircraft-based 
aerial inspections with advanced data analytics and deep subject matter expertise to empower our clients with proactive, 
actionable, and data-backed insights and recommendations to optimize system health and performance. 

120+ GW
Aerial inspections

performed globally*

Applied curiosity to empower a net zero carbon society
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Aerial Inspection Process Snapshot
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The evolution of site performance management

We are in the midst of an evolution in the way that project performance is managed.

Control Risk 

Advanced operations enable 

optimization of what is broken 

now, contextualized against 

how the system is likely to 

perform over its lifetime

Control Availability

Site performance and 

contracting is judged 

against ability of major 

components to generate 

power

Control Performance

More advanced testing and 

monitoring means that we 

can fix what is broken now

FuturePresentPast
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Degradation: Our current yardstick of risk 

Degradation works in financial models to anticipate future 
performance of a project.

All of these numbers are System Level mean degredation

Jordan et al., (2016) - 0.6%/year - 0.9%/year 
Jordan et al. (2022) - 0.75%/ year
Bollinger Eet.al (2020) - 1.3%/ year

BUT

Degradation (or Performance Loss Rate) is a distribution, not a 
single value.  How do we control for degredation and identify 
where a system will fall on this distribution? 

Jordan, D. C., Anderson, K., Perry, K., Muller, M., Deceglie, M., White, 

R., & Deline, C. (2022). Photovoltaic fleet degradation insights. 

Progress in Photovoltaics: Research and Applications. 

https://doi.org/10.1002/PIP.3566
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https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1002/pip.2744
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1002/pip.2744
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1002/pip.2744
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Degradation – System level 

Includes, but is not limited to:

● Build-up of DC capacity loss

● “Recoverable” module faults

● Tracking angle errors

● Shade scene evolution

● Inverter performance decreases

To a large degree – system level degradation 

can be handled by keeping everything online 

and operational. 

Source: AI generated image for “Solar Farm 
Degradation”

Source: Heliolytics, showing string outages
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Degradation – Module level 

Includes, but is not limited to:

● Light-Induced Degradation (LID)

● Temperature-Induced Degradation (LeTID)

● Potentially Induced Degradation (PID)

● Corrosion

● Discoloration

● Cell Cracking

● Series resistance increases
● ???

Source: AI generated image for “Solar Panel Degradation”

EL image of a module with severe corrosion causing 3%/year degredation
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But – We’re just getting started

Based on deployment data from SEIA 

In May 2022: 

50% of modules deployed in the U.S. are <3 years 
old 

In 2025:

50% of modules deployed in the U.S. will be <3.5 
years old 

The minimum threshold for reliable degradation 
studies to occur is 3 years, assuming a 1 year “break 
in” period.
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We operate in a rapidly changing technology landscape

Across a spectrum of technology 

indicators, we have a variety of new 

material and technology 

combinations.

Studies performed on 2-year-old 

technology do not identify all issues 

related to current deployments.
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Our tools for identification of risk are lagging indicators

Our monitoring tools are capable of accurately identifying the symptoms of faults related to energy loss, 

which are affecting power output now. Combining identification to the chain of degradation allows us to 

better identify root cause which will affect output in the future.

SymptomsRoot Cause
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Spotlight on a degradation path 

This is not the only root cause of sub-module anomalies. When we identify these issues, we combine on-site testing 
including I-V, EL, visual observation, and module metadata to identify the most likely root cause degradation path.

Backsheet 
degradation

Moisture ingress 
and corrosion

Solder joint failure
Sub-string 

deactivation
Aerial IR signal
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Spotlight on a degradation path 

This is not the only root cause of sub-module anomalies. When we identify these issues, we combine on-site testing 
including I-V, EL, visual observation, and module metadata to identify the most likely root cause degradation path.

Moisture ingress 
and corrosion

Solder joint failure
Sub-string 

deactivation
Aerial IR signalBacksheet 

degradation
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Data enabled root cause analysis 

Being able to do effective root cause analysis requires having the right performance data and metadata. 

If you don’t have it, you lose it. 

Data

Factory Flash/EL

Dates of manufacture

Module Bill of Materials

Factory Audit logs 

Manufacture

Data

Shipping manifests

Palletization information

Site Staging batches

Shipping

Data

Construction progress

Dates of installation

QA logs

Construction

Data

Aerial imagery collection and 
analysis 

Preventative maintenance 
data ingestion

Cleaning logs

Module degradation 
tracking

Operations

Data

Digital as-builts updates

Repairs
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Collaborative module risk managment

• O&M providers 

• Aerial Inspection 
Providers

• Analytics service 
providers

• Module 
Manufacturers

• National labs

• Testing labs

• O&M providers

• Analytics service 
providers

• Testing labs

• Factory audit 
providers

• National test labs

• Research institutes

• Manufacturers

Characterize 
a 

Fundamental 
Degradation 

mode

Test specific 
Bill of 

Materials for 
known 

degradation 
modes

Monitor field 
performanc

e for 
performanc

e issues

Identify new 
fundamental 
degradation 

modes

Collaborative Proprietary

Industry risk management 

requires closing the cycle of issue 

identification and root cause 

analysis. 

Across the industry, a 

combination of collaborative and 

proprietary approaches are 

required to achieved this.
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Conclusions

● DC health performance has not been top of mind in 
the industry to date
○ This is likely due to observation bias – we are 

still very early into our understanding of the 
next generation of degradation modes.

● Detection of defects in the field and tracing of 
these issues to root cause is a key element to 
closing the loop, to assist in proactive 
identification of the next evolution of site risk 
factors. 

● Closing the loop combines proprietary and 
collaborative elements to effectively manage risk 
across the industry.
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Learn more about degradation and risk management

Heliolytics’ Risk Management Series will discuss risk 

management in PV and provide thoughts on how to 

assess risks within a project, how to control them in an 

operational portfolio, and how to create effective feedback 

loops to increase resilience in a PV portfolio.

First in the series will be a whitepaper on the topic of 

degradation, publishing this month.

Scan the QR code to get on the list to receive the 

whitepaper.
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Risk Management and Sustainability 

Increasing the resiliency of the solar 
industry is core to our business strategy

“Heliolytics knows that we, in part, are 
accountable for managing and guiding the 
growth of the solar industry in a positive 
direction so that it can expand at the rate 
required to prevent the worst effects of 
climate change.”


